Heading to Luebeck Airport?
Then you can now refuel with AvGas UL91

Why choose UL91 over Mogas?

AvGas UL91 has been especially designed for aviation:
- It has an assured energy content with no alcohols or ethers which may reduce aircraft range.
- It has a fixed volatility range and is designed to work year-round.
- It doesn’t contain ethanol which can damage aircraft fuel system components, so is better for your aircraft.

Please note that to refuel with UL91 at Luebeck Airport a specific AirBP UL91 Sterling Card is required. You can apply for the Sterling Card online at airbp.com/scapply - or just ask at our fuel station for more information.

Please find Luebeck Airport fuel prices on our website: Flughafen-Luebeck.de – Aviation & Business
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